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Executive Summary
This master plan is a culmination of a process that began in December of 2019 to capture the
value of the Appleton Area OHV Park and seek regional park designation from the Greater
Minnesota Regional Parks and Trails Commission (GMRPTC). Achieving this designation will
make it possible for Swift County staff to apply for funding to expand the park and to upgrade
park amenities.
Swift County can maintain the park solely with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) Grant-in-Aid program which receives funds from OHV vehicle registration fees. There is
no entrance fee for the park and Swift County does not use general taxpayer dollars to operate
the park. Vehicles must be registered with the State of Minnesota.
The original 102-acre county park was closed in 1995 due to flooding, but in 2002 and in 2004,
Swift County applied for park development funds from the National Recreational Trails Program
to improve the park. The 2002 application covered the initial conversion to an OHV park and
the 2004 application included another 175 acres to the main park site and another 68 acres
designated for 4x4 trucks bringing the total acreage to 325.
The park is located on a former gravel mining site with a small lake in the northern section of
the park. Mining left behind sand and gravel well suited to manipulation into climbs and dunes.
Over time, trees have grown up in the park and many of the trails are wooded on both sides.
Because of the low elevation leftover from mining, parts of the park are prone to flooding.
During times of flooding, water settles into smaller areas which are ideal mud runs for OHVs.
The rolling topography, trees, and open areas on the north side of the park, provide for a
variety of trail riding experiences and ample opportunities for shade.
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County leadership know that the park is well-loved and regularly used by visitors from 300
miles away. The park is also used by residents for walking, biking, and fishing. The City of
Appleton has passed ordinances to make it possible for OHVs to legally drive on city streets for
the purpose of connecting local campgrounds and residents to the park after acquisition of a
free permit (Figure 13 in Appendix I).
A park steering committee met five times to discuss future park development and along with
the help of a landscape architect from Hagstrom Engineering, Upper Minnesota Valley
Development Authority (UMVRDC) staff were able to develop a public participation plan to
gather park user feedback. The plan centered around the development and dispersal of a park
user survey asking users where they came from, how old they were, how long they stat, how
they learned about the park, how many people were in their group, why they visit the park,
how many times they have visited the park, and what new amenities they would like to see
added to the park. Survey respondents had the opportunity to give open ended comments and
these comments were categorized into six categories: general, wayfinding, expansion,
maintenance, trail characteristics, and other ideas.
From this user feedback, the committee was able to find the most important issues for park
visitors. Why people visited the park and what they hoped to see added to the park were the
two most useful categories of feedback.
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Four recommendations were the result of analyzing the user survey. Those recommendations
include:
•
•
•
•

Add convenience amenities to the park
Improve connections for the park
Expand the park
Maintain the park

Convenience amenities for the park are intended to improve the park user experience with
upgraded toilets, running water, vehicle wash stations, parking lot improvements, and a new
day-use area anchored by a proposed swimming beach. Connections to the park, mainly in the
form of improved crossing conditions near the west-side entrance off Highway 59, and an OHV
route through the City of Appleton, will help users get to the park from their homes and
campgrounds. Expanding the park has been a consistent demand by park users and to meet this
demand, four nearby parcels of land have been identified and conversations with the
landowner have already taken place regarding the sale of those properties to Swift County. To
improve the maintenance of the park, another source of funding is identified and a call for
creating a park maintenance plan and full-time staff budget are included.
Recommendations and a potential timeline for meeting these goals are included in the
Implementation Matrix. A park Master Plan Map, developed by Hagstrom Engineering, is also
included. Implementation of the recommendations will depend upon the willingness of Swift
County to contribute taxpayer dollars to the park.
The scope of this document is to capture park user feedback and translate that into specific
improvement proposals to be completed in a phased process over the next ten years. These
components are guided by the Greater Minnesota Regional Parks and Trails Commission
Strategic Plan and the Point of Focus.
The GMRPTC Master Plan Point of Focus states:
The main focus of a master plan should be on clearly describing the regional-level purpose and
compelling features of the park or trail, along with what makes it a place that people will want to
go to time and again. Specifically describing unique features and how the park or trail will provide
a high-quality outdoor experience not otherwise available in the area is especially encouraged
(GMRPTC 2020).
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Figure 1: Project Location Map

Introduction
Plan Purpose
The purpose of this master plan is to capture park user feedback, site conditions, and proposed
improvements for the Appleton Area OHV Park located in Swift County, Minnesota.
The park has been a Swift County park for decades and was designated an OHV park in 2003.
After two user surveys it has become clear that visitors want to see the park expanded and to
add amenities such as bathrooms, better connection into the City of Appleton and more
camping options. As a response to this community feedback, park expansion will be a major
element of the master plan. This master plan will show that the park is of regional significance
and should therefore qualify for funding through the Greater Minnesota Regional Parks and
Trails Commission (GMRPTC).
This plan will be guided by the GMRPTC Master Plan Point of Focus.

GMRPTC Master Plan Point of Focus
The main focus of a master plan should be on clearly describing the regional-level purpose and
compelling features of the park or trail, along with what makes it a place that people will want to
go to time and again. Specifically describing unique features and how the park or trail will provide
a high-quality outdoor experience not otherwise available in the area is especially encouraged
(GMRPTC 2020).
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Client
The client for this project is the Upper Minnesota Regional Development Commission
(UMVRDC). The UMVRDC serves the 5 counties of Big Stone, Chippewa, Lac qui Parle, Swift,
and Yellow Medicine in west central Minnesota. The Upper Sioux Dakota Community is also
within the borders of Yellow Medicine County. The UMVRDC is one of nine RDOs in the State of
Minnesota that assist local communities with a range of services through technical assistance
contracts.
Hagstrom Engineering provided landscape architecture expertise on this project. They
contributed the Master Plan Map, Potential Acquisitions Map, and detailed cost breakdown of
the proposed park additions. The UMVRDC and Hagstrom Engineering are under contract with
Swift County to produce this master plan.

Plan Outline
Planning Process
This section includes highlights of five steering committee meetings as well as the existing
conditions. These conditions include some demographic information, features of the park, OHV
user group information including OHV class designations, and where OHVs have public access to
parks and trails. The regional context of the park, some economic impact information, and park
funding information complete the existing conditions section.
This section also includes the research methods used to gather information to guide future park
development. This included a survey of park users completed in the Summer of 2020, survey
results, and a section on the development on the vision, goals, objectives, and actions for the
park. Precedent plans and a section on the value of outdoor recreation are also included here.

Recommendations
The recommendations section was developed from four park goals: add convenience
amenities, improve connections, expand the park, and maintain the park. Each goal will be
addressed with corresponding objectives and actions.

Implementation
This plan includes an implementation matrix clearly setting out the action steps, and who is
responsible, for each of the recommendations over the next ten years.

Conclusions
Concluding remarks are followed by appendices containing supporting documents and
references.
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Planning Process
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Planning Process
Committee Meeting Highlights
The park steering committee consisting of three Swift County staff and elected officials, two
Department of Natural Resource (DNR) employees, two local park users, two planning staff
from the UMVRDC, and landscape architect from Hagstrom Engineering.
The steering committee had multiple discussions regarding proposed changes to the northwest
corner of the lake for the purpose of creating a swimming beach. These changes will require a
lengthy Environmental Assessment Worksheet and may rely upon local DNR and Swift County
resources to complete the project.
Inclusion of non-OHV amenities was discussed regularly within the context of maintaining the
park as primarily an OHV park. Non-OHV activities are allowed within the park, but anyone
engaging in these activities must do so with the knowledge that OHVs may be present. Only the
proposed day-use area will have areas isolated for non-OHV activity.
Because camping was consistently opposed within the park, the committee dedicated
significant time to discussing the importance of connecting to existing camping facilities,
particularly the Swift County Fairground campsite on the south side of Appleton.
Improvements to the east-side parking area were put on hold because of restrictions on
development in the Airport Clear Zone (Figure 17 on page 48). These proposed improvements
are contingent upon land being purchased adjacent to the park.
See steering committee meeting agendas and notes in Appendix II on page 49.
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Existing Conditions
Regional Demographic Information
Appleton, Minnesota, and the surrounding region has seen consistent population decline since
the 1960s. At the time of the 2010 Census, Swift County had 9,783 residents which was down
from 14,936 at the time of the 1960 Census. All five counties within the UMVRDC service
region have similarly lost population over this period (Table 1).
Table 1: UMVRDC Region Population Change 1960 to 2018
1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2018

% Change

UMVRDC
Region

69,063

61,806

59,822

50,845

50,011

45,190

42,711

-38.2%

Big Stone
County

8,954

7,941

7,716

6,285

5,820

5,269

4,989

-44.3%

Chippewa
County

16,320

15,109

14,941

13,228

13,088

12,441

11,924

-27.0%

Lac qui Parle
County

13,330

11,164

10,592

8,924

8,067

7,259

6,658

-50.1%

Swift County

14,936

13,177

12,920

10,724

11,956

9,783

9,345

-37.4%

Yellow
Medicine
County

15,523

14,415

13,653

11,684

11,080

10,438

9,795

-37.0%

Source: US Census Bureau

Park Features
The park offers approximately 257 acres for snowmobile, ATV, and off-highway motorcycle use
and another 68 acres for a 4x4 truck park. The site also offers a beginner course and an area
with more advanced level features. The park lacks electricity and running water but has three
picnic shelters and portable toilets (Figure 2).
The park currently has two sides separated by US Hwy 59. North side of the park contains the
main parking areas, three shelters -west, north, and east - and portable toilets (Figure 2). The
1.5-mile practice OHM track, 5 miles of ATV and OHM trials and lake are also on the north side
of the park. A mud run, sand dunes, and ORV log climb are specific design features of this
portion of the park. (Figure 4). There are three old shelters on this side of the park that are
minimally used (Figure 3).
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The 10 miles of trails on the south side of the park is exclusively for ORVs or 4x4 trucks and is
characterized by steep hills, wooded paths and other challenging terrain specifically designed
for ORVs. There is also one shelter house and portable toilets on this side of the park.
Traveling between the two halves of the park requires leaving the park and traveling on a public
gravel road and then onto a dedicated route established by the City of Appleton. Winter use
includes snowmobile, cross-country skiing, and sledding. Neither side of the park currently has
electricity.
There is no fee to enter the park, but OHV users in the park must register their vehicles with the
State of Minnesota. Swift County does not formally monitor attendance at the park.

Figure 2: Appleton Area OHV Park Map
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Figure 3: Park Structures
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Figure 4: Site Characteristics
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User groups
The main user groups for the park include Class I and Class II ATV users, Off-highway motorcycle
(OHM) users, and off-road vehicle (ORV) 4x4 truck users. While the park is designed primarily
for these OHV users, the park is also used for walking, fishing, kayaking, cross country skiing,
and bike riding. People using the park for these activities have indicated that they monitor the
OHV activity within the park and visit the park when there are few, or no, OHV riders.
The park in Appleton is unique, offering the opportunity for all four classes of OHV (Table 2) and
areas that are dedicated to off-highway motorcycles (OHM) and off-road vehicles (ORV) only.
Park users benefit by having an area to ride designed specifically for them with limited
instances of non-OHV user group conflict or the degradation of environmentally and socially
sensitive areas.
According to the Minnesota DNR, there are only seven locations within the lower third of the
state that are open to OHV users (Figure 5). Of these seven locations, only one – the Appleton
Area OHV Park - is open to all classes of OHVs (Off-highway 2021)
Table 2: MN DNR OHV Classifications
Class 1 Allterrain vehicle
(ATV)

Class 2 Allterrain vehicle
(ATV)

Off-highway
Motorcycle
(OHM)

Off-road vehicle

ATVs 50 inches
wide or less

ATVs greater than
50 inches wide but
less than 65 inches

Motorized, offhighway vehicle with
two wheels and a seat
designed to be
straddled

Vehicle capable of
cross-country travel
without benefit of
road or trail

Includes

Vehicles with 3 to 6
wheels

Vehicles with 3 to 6
wheels

On-highway vehicle
specifically registered
for off-road use

Does not
include

Golf carts, minitrucks, dune
buggies, go carts or
vehicles designed
for other purposes

(ORV)

Snowmobile, ATV,
motorcycle
watercraft, or other
vehicle not used for
its intended purpose

Source: Department of Natural Resources 2021
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Figure 5: Public OHV Resources in Minnesota

OHV Use in Minnesota
With an estimated 5% of Minnesotan owning 300,000 OHVs (Parks & Trails Council of
Minnesota 2020), it is understandable that people would look for places to use those vehicles,
but public OHV parks and trails are concentrated in the northeastern part of the state (Figure
5). While an individual OHV may not have much of an adverse impact on the landscape,
concentrating use from multiple vehicles in a limited area, such as public forests and grasslands,
does have significant adverse environmental effects. These adverse effects include noise, litter,
erosion, and habitat destruction, among others (Hughes and Paveglio 2019; Becker, Wilson, and
Snyder 2010; and Martinson 2010).
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The Parks and Trails Council of Minnesota estimates that about 3.96 million of the 4 million
acres of state forest open to OHV use in come capacity and only 214,000 acres of state park
(Parks & Trails Council of Minnesota 2020). According to Minnesota State Statute 86A.05
governing Minnesota state parks, critical characteristics of state parks is the protection and
enjoyment of natural resources by current and future generations (Office of the Revisor of
Statutes 2020), conditions at odds with frequent OHV use.
The perceived adverse impacts of OHV use have also limited the number of private landowners
who allow OHV use on their property. Becker, Wilson, and Snyder (2010) found that 64% of
landowners surveyed prohibited OHV use on their land, 26% allowed friends and family, and
only 3% allowed public access.
Because of these conditions, siting of dedicated OHV spaces is critical to mitigating the negative
environmental effects of OHV use. Disturbed lands, such as former mining sites, are not likely to
be returned to pre-mining conditions, nor have a similar level of ecological value (Hancock
Duque and Willgoose 2020) and therefore, use of the site as an OHV park can be a feasible
post-mining use (Kivinen 2017).
Fortunately, the park is in this type of landscape and there are viable expansion possibilities on
adjacent gravel mining properties that ensure that expansion of the park will not impede upon
natural areas or farmland. With the known environmental concerns around OHV use, siting the
OHV park in this landscape is a prudent use of these locations.
Restrictions on OHV use in state lands, the limited opportunities for OHV use on private
property, and the significant number of OHV owners in the state make the Appleton Area OHV
Park an important recreation asset.
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Regional Context
Swift County manages two parks, the Appleton Area OHV Park and Swift Falls County Park in
Swift Falls. Swift Falls County Park is located along the Chippewa River and features a waterfall,
wooded trails with bridges spanning the river, playground and camping accommodations for
both tents and RVs. Swift Falls is 40 miles from Appleton to the north east.
Benson is 25 miles from Appleton and home to Ambush Park. Ambush Park has camping
accommodations for short or long-term RVs serviced by thirteen sites with water, sewer, and
electric hookups. Benson also has a dog park and golf course.
North of Appleton are multiple waterfowl production areas, two state wildlife management
areas, and Artichoke Lake, a shallow, medium sized lake with variable fishing conditions. The
City of Morris is 31 miles north of Appleton and is home to the University of Minnesota Morris
campus. Morris has eight city parks, one of which is Pomme de Terre Park which includes
camping facilities, shelter with kitchen, playground, and restrooms with showers.
The Appleton Area OHV Park is located 16 miles northwest of Lac qui Parle State Park. The
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) manages Lac qui Parle State Park as part of the state
park system. Lac qui Parle State Park features trails accessible by foot, historic Fort Renville and
Lac qui Parle mission sites and the 33,000-acre Lac qui Parle Wildlife Management Area.
Popular activities in Lac qui Parle State Park are camping, fishing, bird watching/winter eagle
sightings, hunting, canoeing and cross-country skiing.

Figure 6: Regional Context Map
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The Appleton Area OHV Park is located 20 miles southwest of Big Stone National Wildlife
Refuge and the adjacent Lac Qui Parle State Wildlife Management Area. These two locations
together consist of 36,364 acres primarily dedicated to providing habitat for migratory groundnesting waterfowl. Both locations contain remnant prairie with the Big Stone National Wildlife
Refuge claiming 1700 acres of this rare landscape. The entire Minnesota River corridor contains
many locations with excellent views of the surrounding area and opportunities of viewing
migrating birds and other plant and animal species distinct to the granite outcrop ecosystem.
These two areas can be enjoyed by rustic trails or by boat accessible by several parking areas
and public boat access points.
The nearest OHV park to Appleton Meeker County OHV Park is 90 miles east. The consists of 40
acres of ATV and OHM trails. Shady Oaks Native Prairie Adventure Trails is five miles of trail on
private land and is 68 miles south of Appleton. Approximately 50 miles to the north is the Grant
County Youth Trail. This park is designed as a practice facility primarily designed for beginners.
In North Dakota, the 400-acre Kimball Bottoms OHV Area accommodates all four classes of
OHVs identified by the DNR. This park is owned and operated by the US Army Corps of
Engineers. The two OHV parks identified on South Dakota’s Game, Fish, and Park’s website,
(ATVs 2021) Oahe Downstream OHV Area and Revheim Bay OHV Area are both about 250 miles
from Appleton. Because the Appleton park offers access to all four classes of OHV and covers a
large area, it can regularly draw visitors from 200-300 miles away.
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Economic Impact
In 2012, students from the University of Minnesota Morris Center for Small Towns (CST)
conducted an in-person user survey at the OHV park. Based on the feedback from 140 surveys,
they determined that the two largest expenditure areas were food and beverage and
transportation. The fact that only 24 of the 140 respondents stayed 1-3 nights, shows the
importance of expanding on the over-night lodging options in the near vicinity of the park. With
limited drivers of tourism for the area, any draw to local businesses is valuable. The survey
found that the total amount spent by people who completed the survey to be $11,691 (Ashe,
Beyer, and Thompson 2012).

Figure 7: CST 2012 Park Survey: Total Expenditures

Figure 8: CST 2012 Park Survey: Expenditures Per Survey
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Park Funding
Funding for the park comes from a single source: The Off-highway Vehicle Grant-in-Aid
program. This fund is a result of collecting state OHV registration fees. Swift County uses these
funds, totaling $47,000 annually, to support three county employees involved in maintenance
and administration of the park. There is no entry fee to enter the park.
The Program Manual for the Minnesota Trails Assistance Program has two formulas for
reimbursing OHV park related activities. Administration, acquisition, construction, facilities, and
trail system mapping are reimbursed at a rate of 65% of total costs in these categories.
Maintenance, grooming, and liability insurance are reimbursed at a rate of 90% of total costs.
Requests for funding are done on an annual basis (Grant-in-Aid 2021).
See the Off-highway Vehicle Request for Reimbursement form in Appendix V on page 66.
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Research Methods
Research for development of this master plan consisted of studying past funding applications
for park expansion, review of the park user survey completed by students in 2012 by the Center
for Small Towns at the University of Minnesota, Morris, capture of anecdotal feedback given to
Swift County leadership, and the park user survey completed in the summer of 2020. This
information gathering was supported by research into park planning, placemaking, rural
amenities, appropriate OHV park siting, the environmental impacts of OHV use on the
landscape, and the availability of public OHV parks in the State of Minnesota.

Precedent Plans
Minnesota DNR 25-Year Parks and Trails Legacy Plan – 2011
Passed in 2008, the Clean Water Land and Legacy Act is an amendment to the state constitution
that initiated a 3/8 percent increase in the state sales tax. 14.25% of funds collected because of
the amendment go to state and regional parks and trails. This plan will be an important
resource for developing the future of the Appleton Area OHV Park as a park with regional
significance since it is Legacy funds that are being applied for.

GMRPTC Greater Minnesota Regional Parks and Trails Strategic Plan – 2015
This strategic plan contains the critical guidelines for creating master plans that meet the
requirements for applying for funding through the GMRPTC. This strategic plan consists of six
main sections including the strategic framework and organizational plan, planning context,
classifications for parks and trails and the criteria for evaluating them, design protocol for
regional parks and trails, a plan for managing statewide information, and the public outreach
plan.

Voyager Country ATV Master Plan – 2018
This plan was also developed for the purpose of meeting the requirements of applying for
development funds through the GMRPTC. Unlike the topic of this research, this plan covers
primarily trails in northeastern Minnesota. While the setting and primary focus may be
different, this master plan focused on OHV use will be a useful resource for the development of
the Appleton Area OHV Master Plan.
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Values of Outdoor Recreation
Enjoyment of nature, developing personal relationships, freedom, and tranquility are some of
the shared values between OHV and non-OHV user groups. OHV users are less inclined to seek
solitary experiences in nature and more inclined to activities centered around physical fitness
fun, social bonding, and stress relief (Kil, Holland and Stein 2012).

Promotes physical activity:
The park is used for both OHV and non-OHV activities. Many people use the park for walks and
getting outside. The park also offers the opportunity for kayaking, and in the winter, snowshoeing and cross-country skiing.

Connects people to the outdoors:
The park’s diverse trails pass through sand dunes, woodlands, mud pits and around a small lake
creating a variety of natural features for users to explore. The park is appreciated as an
important green space by both OHV and non-OHV who share a desire for outdoor activity (Kil,
Holland and Stein 2012).

Improved mental health:
Numerous sources translate the benefits of nature on mental health. According to the
American Society of Landscape Architects, “living close to parks, or at least near lots of trees,
can have far-reaching mental health benefits for people” (ASLA 2021). With a limited number of
OHV parks in Minnesota, the park offers an important reprieve from daily life and serves as a
regional destination for campers and outdoor enthusiasts.

Encourages social interaction:
The Appleton Area OHV Park provides a valuable resource for OHV enthusiasts to gather for
shared experiences. OHV users place high value on the social experiences that come with
visiting OHV parks and ranked “being with similar people” as the highest value in the study (Kil,
Holland, and Stein 2012).
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Public Involvement
The primary stakeholder outreach for the Appleton Area OHV Park master plan was completed
over the months of June, July, and August of 2020.
Outreach consisted of developing a user survey poster that was distributed in paper and online
format (Appendix III Page 51-53). Paper surveys were placed at the three shelters within the
park. The online version of the survey was distributed by putting up posters with the URL for
the survey link as wells as a QR code for the survey. These posters were put up around the town
of Appleton in places frequented by residents including the grocery store, gas stations, city hall,
restaurant, and liquor store.
The survey was also shared via Swift County, UMVRDC, and personal social media. Two OHV
user groups, The ATV Association of Minnesota, and the Minnesota 4 Wheel Drive Association,
also shared the survey with their audience. A press release was sent to all newspapers within
the five-county area and the poster with the survey link was included in two of those local
papers as an advertisement. The outreach yielded 262 online survey responses and nine paper
survey responses.
It was the desire of the planners for this project to have more in-person engagement with the
local population consistent with the placemaking approach, but because of the outbreak of
COVID-19, large in-person gatherings were avoided.
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Survey Results
Survey respondents indicated their location of origin by providing their zip code. This
information is critical for determining whether the park can be considered a park of regional
significance, a primary condition for receiving funding from the GMRPTC. Where park users
came from, how many people are in their party, and how many miles they traveled provided
are shown in Table 1.
Table 3: Park User Location of Origin and Number in Party

Source: Appleton Area OHV Survey 2020

Survey responses were overwhelmingly positive with only one out of 271 responses that was
directly unsupportive of the park and resulting conditions from park users. Comments about
the park and what people would like to see were divided up into categories: general,
wayfinding, park expansion, maintenance, trail characteristics, and those capturing other ideas.
COMMON THEMES, TRENDS AND VALUES OF THE PUBLIC
•
•
•

Generational Family Park: The park should serve multiple age groups so entire
families can enjoy the park.
Off-Highway Vehicles: The park serves primarily OHV users.
Greenspace: The park serves an important function as a place for people to enjoy
the outdoors. The trees and clean lake are part of what makes the park special.
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Comments from 2020 User Survey
General: Comments in this group primarily consisted of those relaying visitor experiences.
•
•
•

Great place to have fun with family on ATV.
build it into a destination for weekend vacations and playtime.
Awesome place! Such a great asset to bring visitors to our community!

Wayfinding: Comments consist of those related to better signage in and connecting to the park
•
•

Informational signs posted about right of ways within the park and such would
be nice. Too many people whip around blind corners.
I know there are certain roads you can drive your ATV and Appleton on but I don't
know which ones they are not clearly marked. So I think clearly marked signs or
bigger signs or just make the whole town accessible for ATVs. Or maybe it is
already and I just don't know.

Park Expansion: There has been sustained feedback from park users regarding expansion.
•
•

This is an awesome asset to Appleton and the area... keep expanding for more
fun and activities!
I hope the expansion to the North Goes Through. I would Also Recommend hiring
someone on a steady basis to maintain / groom trails, keep the weeds mowed
down.

Maintenance: Comments on maintenance were primarily concerned with the trails.
•
•

Could ask off road groups to help with maintaining the park, couple group
weekends would be great!
Clean up picnic area

Trail Characteristics: The majority of the feedback centered around 4x4 vehicles (ORV).
•
•

More 4x4 offroad truck trails and obstacles please. Minnesota only has 3 bigger
sized OHV trails but over 60 trails for OHM/ATVs.
Better definition of the trails. The atv side is doesn’t have the obstacles it used to.
The truck side is under developed yet. There are some good obstacles there. The
rock hill and log climb are good. It would be nice to see that improved more.

Other Ideas: Comments in this section contain suggestions for specific additions to the park.
•
•

I like the way it is but wouldn't mind a better place to clean up after a fun day of
riding
Water fountains / Sinks somewhere would be great
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Figure 9: Survey Question 8

Figure 10: Survey Question 9
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Vision, Goals, Objectives, and Actions
With park user feedback the steering committee developed a vision statement for the park and
identified goals and objectives to meet those goals. The goals for the park were: add
convenience amenities, improve park connections, expand the park, and maintain the park in a
manner that will encourage people to return. These goals were translated into
recommendations with corresponding objectives and actions.
Objectives reflect the values of the park as it is as well as how the committee hopes the park
can improve in the future with OHV park users as the focus. Meeting the needs of visitors,
regardless of age, ability, or activity is a high priority captured in the first goal of making the
park more convenient. The objectives of improving connections within the park, to the City of
Appleton, and to existing campgrounds must be done before the third goal of expanding the
park can be justified. This will lead to careful siting of new potential new entrances and parking
areas and trails. Maintaining the park as it is and after future expansions is the focus of the
fourth goal and subsequent objectives. Avoiding flood-prone areas, securing new sources of
funding, and maintaining the park in a manner that encourages people to return will help to
ensure the long-term success of the park as a vital local amenity.
The steering committee relied heavily on the outstanding level of feedback from park users in
forming the recommendations for future park development. This level of community support
was a vital element in providing legitimacy to the proposals outlined in this document.
The Appleton Area OHV Park Master Plan Implementation Matrix on page 43 contains the
specific objectives and actions that correspond with each goal. The recommendations list
reflects the priorities of the steering committee with the knowledge of resident and county
commissioner values in mind.
VISION STATEMENT
The Appleton Area OHV Park provides a unique environment for OHV users to experience the
outdoors and socialize with other OHV enthusiasts from around the country, while also
serving diverse recreational interests of the local community.
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Recommendations
Introduction
Recommendations for park improvements were developed through park user feedback,
anecdotal feedback given to Swift County employees and leadership over time and steering
committee member input. Recommendations were captured during steering committee
meetings and translated into the goals, objectives, and actions in the Implementation Matrix on
page 43.
The first round of proposed amenities will improve the park user experience by providing
utilities to the site, parking lot improvements, improved beach and corresponding day-use
amenities including restrooms, outdoor shower and changing rooms. A non-motorized boat
launch on the west end of the lake near the existing west shelter, and trail leading to a fishing
pier on the south side of the lake are also included in Phase I. Wayfinding signs will improve the
park user experience throughout.
Subsequent phases of development will be dependent upon Swift County finances, and
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) approval for changing the northwest portion of the
lake into a swimming beach. Land acquisition will lead to new trail development, finalized
amenity plans, and the securing of funding to support those improvements.
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Recommendation 1: Add Convenience Amenities to the Park
The first round of proposed improvements will enhance the park user experience by providing
convenience amenities. The objectives corresponding to this recommendation ensure that the
park meets the needs of visitors, non-OHV activities are supported and separated from OHV
activities, and that the park serves multiple ages and abilities. This can be done by installing
guard rails where OHVs may interact with walkers or people using the beach and boat launch.
Providing flush toilet restrooms, walking paths to the fishing pier, and drilling a well to provide
clean drinking water and vehicle wash stations (Figure 11).
All proposed features will meet regional design and applicable accessibility standards.
Improvements added to the Appleton Area OHV Park make staying all day at the park a more
convenient experience for entire families. These changes will allow the user to enter the park
and feel that the park has been designed specifically with OHV users in mind and encourages
them to return. A Master Plan Map showing the locations of proposed amenities is available on
page 35 (Figure 12).

Figure 11: Amenity Examples Board
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Development features
A table containing the development features highlighted below and categorized into phases
with cost estimates, is included in Appendix V on page 67.
West Parking Lot Improvements
This area will see significant upgrades including two vehicle wash stations with concrete pads,
parking lot surface improvements, landscaping, trail entrance signs, vault toilet, well to service
water spigots.
Day-Use Beach Park
This area located on the NW section of the lake will include a 500 sq ft flush restroom facility,
asphalt drive with parking area, beach, ADA gravel trails, outdoor shower and changing screens,
guardrails, septic system, regulatory trail entrance signs, landscaping and well to supply water.
Signage
Because the park is not staffed, park rules will be posted on signage at the entrances and in
multiple areas. Trails will be signed to show the OHV class usage allowed and warning signs for
walkers. Other than the day-use swimming area, all trails are intended for OHVs.
Kayak Launch
A new Kayak launch will be built in the southwest corner of the lake. This area has been
identified because of the topography, access to the day-use area, and connecting road.
Fishing Pier
A fishing pier would be located on the south side of the lake with a dedicated walking path
connecting the pier to the west day-use area and kayak launch site.
Toilets
Toilets will be added to three locations around the park to allow for better access and
amenities. A flush toilet and septic system will be installed at the day-use beach are with vault
toilets used at other locations.
Utilities
Currently, there are no utilities in the park. The master plan recommends electricity and water
to be added to the west side of the park, with the option to run electricity to the east side.
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Figure 12: Main Master Plan Development Map
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Recommendation 2: Improve Connections to the Park
Objectives in this recommendation include the development of clear wayfinding in the park,
improving the OHV connection to the City of Appleton, and utilizing existing camping facilities.
The park is currently served by two entrances. The west entrance is considered the main
entrance into the park including the largest parking area, and the east entrance leads to two
small parking locations, one on the north side of the park, and the other on the east end of the
park.
Park user feedback showed a desire for an improved connection to the City of Appleton. There
is currently a dedicated path from town out to the park, but this path requires crossing Highway
59. There are currently no crossing improvements at this intersection. The speed limit at this
location is just changing from 60 mph to 45 in this vicinity. Walkers and bicyclists also cross the
road to enter the park at this location. The steering committee has requested that MnDOT add
traffic calming signs warning drivers of the OHV crossing. See proposed crossing improvements
map in Appendix I.
Camping
Park user surveys have shown strong interest in adding camping in the park. There is currently
no camping within the park and the steering committee unanimously agreed that camping
would not be added. The committee felt that improving connections to the existing camping
locations in Appleton would address the demand for the near future. The City of Appleton’s
campground is currently accessible by OHV and the Swift County Fairgrounds camping site will
be accessible upon approval of a connecting route through the city to the park (Figure 13). The
City of Appleton and Swift County market existing camping on their respective websites.
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Figure 13: Proposed City of Appleton OHV Route Map
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Recommendation 3: Expand the Park
Objectives to meet this recommendation include locating entrances and parking areas that
make park access convenient for users, developing new trails, and increasing the total acreage
of the park.
Swift County leadership have been asked to expand the park for many years. Feedback has
centered on the need for alternative off-road vehicle or 4x4 (ORV) trails that do not flood in wet
weather. The south ORV area regularly floods, reducing opportunities for these users. To meet
this demand, four parcels have been identified for park expansion. One directly adjacent to the
existing park’s east entrance and three parcels parallel to the Pomme de Terre River (Figure 14).
Avoiding the Airport Clear Zone was a factor in expansion considerations (Figure 17 in Appendix
I).
Swift County has requested funding to purchase a property identified as the Phase I expansion
that is adjacent to the east side of the park. The location has been mined for gravel and will fit
the current character of the park. This parcel has been identified as a location for a second large
parking lot that would serve park expansion to the north. Because all proposed expansion
properties are not adjacent to the current park, connecting corridors must be secured.
The four phases of expansion are anticipated to be completed within the next 7 - 10 years.
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Figure 14: Potential Acquisitions Map
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Recommendation 4: Maintain the Park
Improving the maintenance of the park was one of the primary categories when survey
comments were reviewed. There is currently one part-time person responsible for regular
maintenance of the park.
Maintaining the park in a manner that encourages people to return, avoiding flood prone and
ecologically sensitive areas, and financial security are the main objectives that not only relate to
the current park, but more importantly are objectives to meet when the park is expanded. The
park is an important green space and while the trees in the park are highly valued, they must be
occasionally pruned back. OHV activity has inherent adverse effects on the landscape
(Martinson 2010) and must be both contained on designated trails and mitigated. Careful
consideration of locations for new trails that maximize maintenance efforts will be important
for park develop going forward. Inevitably, expanding the park will increase the number of trails
that need maintenance. Swift County should consider a budget for increased staffing dedicated
to maintaining the park and a corresponding maintenance plan.
While the Off-highway Vehicle Grant-in-Aid program provides funds for trail construction and
maintenance per mile, ensuring long-term financial security for the park may include
diversifying the funding sources used to support park functions. One possibility is the T.R.A.I.L.S.
grant program offered by OHV manufacturer, Polaris. This grant is intended to support the
activities of ATV clubs and other local rider groups that help maintain local parks. Grant awards
are capped at $10,000 but groups may apply twice per year. The deadlines for applications are
on March 1st and September 1st.
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Implementation
Phases of Development
Development of Appleton Area OHV Park’s features has been divided into three phases, two
development phases and one land acquisition category (OHV Park Phasing Plan in Appendix V
on page 71).
Implementation of park development phases will depend heavily upon Swift County supporting
grant requests to the GMRPTC with matching funds. While there are elements within the
implementation matrix that other entities are responsible for - MnDOT, the City of Appleton,
the DNR – most of the responsibility lies with Swift County. Swift County has initiated the
process of park expansion by committing to the purchase former gravel mining property
labeled Phase I adjacent to the east side of the park. See Potential Acquisitions map on page 35.
In the short term, approval to alter the lake to create a better swimming beach will depend on
the outcome of completing an Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW). The longer-term
priorities depend upon the addition of land to the park, which makes phasing of the park
beyond two phases difficult. Connecting adjacent parcels of land parallel to the Pomme de
Terre River could be done with a bridge that serves OHVs and another large parking area may
be necessary on the north side of these parcels should park attendance warrant the addition.
See the Appleton Area OHV Park Implementation Matrix in Table 4.
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Table 4: Implementation Matrix
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Conclusions
A well-loved park by residents and visitors alike, the Appleton Area OHV Park is an important
local amenity. Excellent user feedback showed that the park is clearly an OHV park that is used
for a few other activities. This reality influenced the development of this master plan. With
minimal public spaces for OHV use in the region, and low private land access, OHV users need a
dedicated space to use their vehicles safely and responsibly. The Appleton Area OHV Park
provides a unique opportunity for users of all classes of OHV vehicle.
As a former gravel mining location, the site is ideally suited for use as an OHV park. The land is
unlikely to be restored to its former state, and with the known negative environmental impacts
of concentrated OHV use, establishing and expanding the park is an appropriate use of the site.
With the Appleton region seeing consistent population decline, any amenity that brings people
to the area is a benefit.
The recommendations in this plan are drawn from park user feedback receive from the survey
completed in the Summer of 2020. The implementation matrix sets out a general schedule for
corresponding actions and identifies the responsible parties. While some of those actions need
the cooperation of other entities, ultimately, it will be up to Swift County and their willingness
to use taxpayer dollars to support future park development. The county has already committed
to the future of the park by initiating the process of purchasing additional land.
The park has many dedicated users and the support of Swift County. There is a path forward to
establishing a high quality regional, and possibly national, OHV destination.
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Appendix I: Maps

Figure 15: Current City of Appleton In-Town OHV Route
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Figure 16: Proposed Crossing Improvements Location on Highway 59
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Figure 17: City of Appleton Airport Zoning Map
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Appendix II: Meeting Agendas
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Appendix III: Public Outreach

Figure 18: OHV Survey Press Release
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Figure 19: OHV Survey Outreach Poster
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Figure 20: OHV Paper Survey Page 1
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Figure 21: OHV Paper Survey Page 2
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Appendix IV: Survey Results
Table 4: Age

Table 5: How long is your typical stay?
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Table 6: How did you learn about the park?

Table 7: Why do you visit the park?
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Table 8: How many times have you visited the park?

Table 9: What additions would you like to see at the park?
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Appendix V: Funding and Costs

Figure 22: DNR OHV Grant-in-Aid Application Page 1
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Figure 23: DNR OHV Grant-in-Aid Application Page 2
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Figure 24: OHV Park Phasing Plan
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